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Abstract
We use two-body potentials derived from a constituent quark cluster model
to analyze the bound-state problem of the ΣNN system. The observables of
the two-body subsystems, NN and ΣN , are well reproduced. We do not find
ΣNN bound states, but there are two attractive channels with a resonance
close above the three-body threshold. These channels are the (I, J) = (1, 1/2)
and (0, 1/2), their quantum numbers, widths and energy ordering consistent
with the recently measured strange tribaryons from the 4He(K−stopped, N) re-
actions in the KEK PS E471 experiment.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Recently an exotic tribaryon resonance S0(3115) has been measured using the stopped
K− absorption experiment, 4He(K−stopped, p), at KEK-PS [1]. The proton energy distribution
shows a monoenergetic peak, with a significance of 13σ, interpreted as the formation of a
new kind of neutral tribaryon with isospin I = 1 and strangeness S = −1. The extracted
mass and width of the state are 3117.0+1.5−4.4 MeV and < 21 MeV, respectively, and its main
decay mode is found to be ΣNN . The recent detailed analysis of the neutron spectrum
in 4He(K−stopped, n) [2] has made manifest a second monoenergetic peak assigned to the for-
mation of another strange tribaryon S+(3140) with a significance of 3.7σ. The mass and
width of this state are deduced to be 3140.5+3.0−0.8(syst) ± 2.3(stat) MeV and < 21.6 MeV,
respectively, its main decay mode being Σ±NN . The isospin of the state is assigned to be
zero. The experimental determination of spin-parity of these strange tribaryons is awaited.
These experimental studies were motivated by the theoretical prediction of two deeply
bound states in the K− 3He system [3]. However neither their predicted binding energies nor
their isospin level ordering correspond to the measured tribaryons. Actually a I = 0 state
was predicted as the deepest one with a mass of about 3195 MeV (the I = 1 state being
87 MeV above). These difficulties may be resolved by taking care of relativistic effects and
by invoking an enhanced KN interaction and a strong spin-orbit interaction in the dense
nuclear medium [4]. A similar isospin reversing problem is found with the results of the
SU(3) multiskirmion description of multibaryon systems [5]. This model predicts the B = 3
and S = −1 lighter resonance to be a (I, Jπ) = (0, 1/2+) with an I = 1 excited state 40 MeV
higher, both belonging to the 35∗−plet of flavor. Very recently, a nona-quark interpretation
of the strange tribaryons has been suggested, identifying the S0(3115) as a member of flavor
27−plet with (I, J) = (1, 1/2) or (1, 3/2) and the S+(3140) as a member of flavor 10∗−plet
with (I, J) = (0, 3/2) or of flavor 35∗-plet with (I, J) = (0, 1/2) [6].
In this work we study the possible existence of ΣNN positive parity bound states using
two-body potentials derived from a constituent quark cluster model. For this purpose we
follow the same procedure that we used in the past to study three-body systems made
of N ′s and ∆′s. The three-body calculations are performed using a truncated T−matrix
approximation where the inputs of the three-body equations are the two-body t−matrices
truncated such that the orbital angular momentum in the initial and final states is equal to
zero. These two-body t−matrices, however, have been constructed taking into account the
coupling to the ℓ = 2 states due to the tensor force. This approximation in the case of the
three-nucleon system, with the NN interaction taken as the Reid soft-core potential, leads
to a triton binding energy which differs less than 1 MeV from the exact value [7,8]. In a
first approach, like in our previous studies of the bound-state problem of the ∆NN , ∆∆N ,
and ∆∆∆ systems [9–11], we deal with real integral equations since we do not consider
the imaginary terms arising from the coupling of baryon-baryon subsystems to lower mass
channels, i.e., from the coupling of the ΣN subsystem to the ΛN channel. Then, in a second
more complete study we consider the full ΣNN − ΛNN system to check the effect of the
coupling to Λ channels at the three-body level.
We use as basic framework for the baryon-baryon interactions the local potentials ob-
tained from the constituent quark cluster model since this provides a consistent and universal
treatment for all of them [12]. The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we provide a
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brief description of the constituent quark model and the formalism to study the two and
three-body systems. In Sec. III we present and discuss our results. Finally we summarize
our main conclusions in Sec. IV.
II. FORMALISM
A. The two-body interactions
The baryon-baryon interactions involved in the study of the ΣNN system are obtained
from the constituent quark cluster model [12,13]. In this model baryons are described
as clusters of three interacting massive (constituent) quarks, the mass coming from the
spontaneous breaking of chiral symmetry. The ingredients of the quark-quark interaction
are confinement (CON), one-gluon (OGE), one-pion (π), one-sigma (σ), one-kaon (K) and
one-eta (η) exchange terms. Explicitly, the quark-quark interaction reads:
Vqq(~rij) = VCON(~rij) + VOGE(~rij) + Vπ(~rij) + Vσ(~rij) + VK(~rij) + Vη(~rij) , (1)
where the i and j indices are associated with i and j quarks respectively, ~rij stands for the
interquark distance and
VCON(~rij) = −ac ~λci · ~λcj rij , (2)
VOGE(~rij) =
1
4
αs ~λci · ~λcj
{
1
rij
−
1
4
(
1
2m2i
+
1
2m2j
+
2
3mimj
~σi · ~σj
)
e−rij/r0
r20 rij
}
, (3)
Vπ(~rij) =
1
3
g2ch
4π
m2π
4mimj
Λ2χ
Λ2χ −m
2
π
mπ
{[
Y (mπ rij)−
Λ3χ
m3π
Y (Λχ rij)
]
~σi · ~σj
+
[
H(mπ rij)−
Λ3χ
m3π
H(Λχ rij)
]
Sij
}
3∑
a=1
(λai · λ
a
j ) , (4)
Vσ(~rij) = −
g2ch
4π
Λ2χ
Λ2χ −m
2
σ
mσ
[
Y (mσ rij)−
Λχ
mσ
Y (Λχ rij)
]
, (5)
VK(~rij) =
1
3
g2ch
4π
m2K
4mimj
Λ2K
Λ2K −m
2
K
mK
{[
Y (mK rij)−
Λ3K
m3K
Y (ΛK rij)
]
(~σi · ~σj)
+
[
H(mK rij)−
Λ3K
m3K
H(ΛK rij)
]
Sij
}
7∑
a=4
(λai · λ
a
j ) , (6)
Vη(~rij) =
1
3
g2ch
4π
m2η
4mimj
Λ2η
Λ2η −m
2
η
mη
{[
Y (mη rij)−
Λ3η
m3η
Y (Λη rij)
]
(~σi · ~σj)
+
[
H(mη rij)−
Λ3η
m3η
H(Λη rij)
]
Sij
} [
cosθP (λ
a=8
i · λ
a=8
j )− sinθP
]
,
3
being
Y (x) =
e−x
x
; H(x) =
(
1 +
3
x
+
3
x2
)
Y (x) . (7)
ac is the confinement strength, the ~λc’s ( ~λa’s) are the SU(3) color (flavor) matrices, αs is
an effective strong coupling constant, mi is the mass of the quark i. ~σi stands for the Pauli
spin operator, gch is the chiral coupling constant and Λi are cut-off parameters. mπ, mσ,
mK and mη are the masses of the exchanged bosons. The angle θP appears as a consequence
of considering the physical η instead the octet one. Finally, Sij is the usual quark-tensor
operator Sij = 3(~σi · rˆij)(~σj · rˆij)− ~σi · ~σj . The parameters of the model are those of Ref.
[13].
In order to derive the local NB1 → NB2 interactions (Bi = N,∆,Σ,Λ) from the basic
qq interaction defined above we use a Born-Oppenheimer approximation. Explicitly, the
potential is calculated as follows,
VNB1(LS T )→NB2(L′ S′ T )(R) = ξ
L′ S′ T
LS T (R) − ξ
L′ S′ T
LS T (∞) , (8)
where
ξL
′ S′ T
LS T (R) =
〈
ΨL
′ S′ T
NB2 (
~R) |
∑6
i<j=1 Vqq(~rij) | Ψ
LS T
NB1 (
~R)
〉
√〈
ΨL
′ S′ T
NB2
(~R) | ΨL
′ S′ T
NB2
(~R)
〉√〈
ΨLS TNB1 (
~R) | ΨLS TNB1 (
~R)
〉 . (9)
In the last expression the quark coordinates are integrated out keeping R fixed, the resulting
interaction being a function of the N − Bi distance. The wave function Ψ
LS T
NBi
(~R) for the
two-baryon system is discussed in detail in Ref. [12].
B. The NN and ΣN subsystems
If we consider the system of two baryons N and B (B = N,Σ,Λ) in a relative S−state
interacting through a potential V that contains a tensor force, then there is a coupling to
the NB D−wave so that the Lippmann-Schwinger equation of the system is of the form
tℓsℓ
′′s′′
ji (p, p
′′;E) = V ℓsℓ
′′s′′
ji (p, p
′′) +
∑
ℓ′s′
∫ ∞
0
p′
2
dp′ V ℓsℓ
′s′
ji (p, p
′)
×
1
E − p′2/2µ+ iǫ
tℓ
′s′ℓ′′s′′
ji (p
′, p′′;E), (10)
where t is the two-body amplitude, j, i, and E are the angular momentum, isospin and
energy of the system, and ℓs, ℓ′s′, ℓ′′s′′ are the initial, intermediate, and final orbital angular
momentum and spin. p and µ are, respectively, the relative momentum and reduced mass of
the two-body system. More precisely, Eq. (10) is only valid for the ΣN system with isospin
3/2 and the NN system with isospin 0. For these cases, the coupled channels of orbital
angular momentum and spin that contribute are given in the first rows of Tables I and II,
respectively.
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In the case of the ΣN system with isospin i = 1/2, the ΣN states are coupled to ΛN
states. Thus, if we denote the ΣN system as channel Σ and the ΛN system as channel Λ,
instead of Eq. (10) the Lippmann-Schwinger equation for ΣN scattering with isospin 1/2
becomes
t
ℓαsαℓβsβ
αβ;ji (pα, pβ;E) = V
ℓαsαℓβsβ
αβ;ji (pα, pβ) +
∑
γ=Σ,Λ
∑
ℓγ=0,2
∫ ∞
0
p2γdpγV
ℓαsαℓγsγ
αγ;ji (pα, pγ)
×Gγ(E; pγ)t
ℓγsγℓβsβ
γβ;ji (pγ, pβ;E); α, β = Σ,Λ (11)
where tΣΣ;ji is the NΣ → NΣ scattering amplitude, tΛΛ;ji is the NΛ → NΛ scattering
amplitude, and tΣΛ;ji is the NΣ → NΛ scattering amplitude. The propagators GΣ(E; pΣ)
and GΛ(E; pΛ) in Eq. (11) are given by
GΣ(E; pΣ) =
2µNΣ
k2Σ − p
2
Σ + iǫ
, (12)
GΛ(E; pΛ) =
2µNΛ
k2Λ − p
2
Λ + iǫ
, (13)
with
E = k2Σ/2µNΣ, (14)
where the on-shell momenta kΣ and kΛ are related by√
m2N + k
2
Σ +
√
m2Σ + k
2
Σ =
√
m2N + k
2
Λ +
√
m2Λ + k
2
Λ. (15)
We give in Table I the channels (ℓΣ, sΣ) and (ℓΛ, sΛ) corresponding to the ΣN and ΛN
systems that are coupled together for the isospin 1/2 ΣN channels.
In the case of the NN system with isospin 1 we will take into account in an analogous
manner the coupling between the NN and ∆N systems. If we denote the NN system as
channel N and the ∆N system as channel ∆, then we shall write,
t
ℓαsαℓβsβ
αβ;ji (pα, pβ;E) = V
ℓαsαℓβsβ
αβ;ji (pα, pβ) +
∑
γ=N,∆
∑
ℓγsγ
∫ ∞
0
p2γdpγ V
ℓαsαlγsγ
αγ;ji (pα, pγ)
×Gγ(E; pγ)t
ℓγsγℓβsβ
γβ;ji (pγ, pβ;E); α, β = N,∆ (16)
where tNN ;ji is the NN → NN scattering amplitude, t∆∆;ji is the N∆ → N∆ scattering
amplitude, and tN∆;ji is the NN → N∆ scattering amplitude. The propagators GN (E; pN)
and G∆(E; p∆) in Eq. (16) are given by
GN(E; pN) =
2µNN
k2N − p
2
N + iǫ
, (17)
G∆(E; p∆) =
2µN∆
k2∆ − p
2
∆ + iǫ
, (18)
with
5
E = k2N/2µNN , (19)
where the on-shell momenta kN and k∆ are related by
2
√
m2N + k
2
N =
√
m2N + k
2
∆ +
√
m2∆ + k
2
∆. (20)
We give in Table II the channels (ℓN , sN) and (ℓ∆, s∆) corresponding to the NN and ∆N
systems that are coupled together for the isospin 1 1S0 NN channel.
As mentioned before, for the solution of the three-body system we will use only the
component of the t−matrix obtained from the solution of Eq. (10) with ℓ = ℓ′′ = 0, and of
Eqs. (11) and (16) with ℓα = ℓβ = 0. For that purpose we define the S−wave truncated
amplitude which in the case of the ΣN system with isospin 3/2 and the NN system with
isospin 0 is defined from the solution of Eq. (10) by
tk;si(p, p
′′;E) ≡ t0s0s
′′
ji (p, p
′′;E) , k = NN,ΣΣ ; (21)
and for the ΣN -ΛN system with isospin 1/2 and the NN system with isospin 1 is defined,
respectively, from the solution of Eqs. (11) and (16) by
tk;si(p, p
′′;E) ≡ t
0sα0sβ
αβ;ji (p, p
′′;E) , k = αβ = NN,ΣΣ,ΣΛ,ΛΣ,ΛΛ. (22)
C. The ΣNN system
The numerical solution of the bound-state problem in the case of the ΣNN system will
be obtained using the same formalism used in Ref. [10] for the case of the ∆∆N system
since in both cases one is dealing with a system with two identical particles and a third one
which is different. The effects of the ΛN and ∆N channels are included in the calculation of
the NΣ and NN t−matrices, respectively, as indicated in Eqs. (11) and (16). Since we are
going to apply this formalism to the ΣNN bound-state problem the two-body propagators
GΣ, GN , and G∆ given by Eqs. (12), (17), and (18) never blow up. Only the propagator
GΛ given by Eq. (13) blows up since the ΛN channel is open, so that
GΛ(E; pΛ) =
2µNΛ
k2Λ − p
2
Λ
− πi2µNΛδ(k
2
Λ − p
2
Λ). (23)
However, from Ref. [14] we expect the imaginary part of the propagator GΛ contributing
mainly to the width of the ΣNN states while having very little effect on their masses.
Therefore, in order to calculate the masses of the states we will neglect the imaginary part
of this propagator so that our calculations will be done taking only the real part, i.e.,
GΛ(E; pΛ) ≡
2µNΛ
k2Λ − p
2
Λ
. (24)
However, when calculating their widths the full propagator, Eq. (23), will be used.
If we restrict ourselves to the configurations where all three particles are in S−wave
states, the Faddeev equations for the bound-state problem in the case of three baryons with
total spin S and total isospin I are
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T siiii;SI(piqi) =
∑
j 6=i
∑
sjij
h
siiisj ij
ij;SI
1
2
∫ ∞
0
q2jdqj
∫ 1
−1
dcosθ ti;siii(pi, p
′
i;E − q
2
i /2νi)
×
1
E − p2j/2µj − q
2
j /2νj
T
sjij
j;SI(pjqj), (25)
where t1;s1i1 stands for the two-body NN amplitude, and t2;s2i2 and t3;s3i3 for the ΣN am-
plitudes. pi is the momentum of the pair jk (with ijk an even permutation of 123) and qi
the momentum of particle i with respect to the pair jk. µi and νi are the corresponding
reduced masses
µi =
mjmk
mj +mk
, (26)
νi =
mi(mj +mk)
mi +mj +mk
. (27)
The momenta p′i and pj in Eq. (25) are given by
p′i
2
= q2j +
µ2i
m2k
q2i + 2
µi
mk
qiqjcosθ, (28)
p2j = q
2
i +
µ2j
m2k
q2j + 2
µj
mk
qiqjcosθ. (29)
h
siiisjij
ij;SI are the spin-isospin coefficients
h
siiisj ij
ij;SI = (−)
sj+σj−S
√
(2si + 1)(2sj + 1)W (σjσkSσi; sisj)
×(−)ij+τj−I
√
(2ii + 1)(2ij + 1)W (τjτkIτi; iiij), (30)
where W is the Racah coefficient and σi, si, and S (τi, ii, and I) are the spins (isospins) of
particle i, of the pair jk, and of the three-body system.
Since the variable pi in Eq. (25) [also in Eqs. (10), (11), and (16)] runs from 0 to ∞ it
is convenient to make the transformation
xi =
pi − b
pi + b
, (31)
where the new variable xi runs from −1 to 1 and b is a scale parameter. With this transfor-
mation Eq. (25) takes the form
T siiii;SI(xiqi) =
∑
j 6=i
∑
sj ij
h
siiisjij
ij;SI
1
2
∫ ∞
0
q2jdqj
∫ 1
−1
dcosθ ti;siii(xi, x
′
i;E − q
2
i /2νi)
×
1
E − p2j/2µj − q
2
j/2νj
T
sjij
j;SI(xjqj). (32)
Since in the amplitude ti;siii(xi, x
′
i; e) the variables xi and x
′
i run from −1 to 1, one can
expand this amplitude in terms of Legendre polynomials as
7
ti;siii(xi, x
′
i; e) =
∑
nr
Pn(xi)τ
nr
i;siii
(e)Pr(x
′
i), (33)
where the expansion coefficients are given by
τnri;siii(e) =
2n+ 1
2
2r + 1
2
∫ 1
−1
dxi
∫ 1
−1
dx′i Pn(xi)ti;siii(xi, x
′
i; e)Pr(x
′
i). (34)
Applying expansion (33) in Eq. (32) one gets
T siiii;SI(xiqi) =
∑
n
T nsiiii;SI (qi)Pn(xi), (35)
where T nsiiii;SI (qi) satisfies the one-dimensional integral equation
T nsiiii;SI (qi) =
∑
j 6=i
∑
msj ij
∫ ∞
0
dqj A
nsiiimsjij
ij;SI (qi, qj ;E)T
msjij
j;SI (qj), (36)
with
A
nsiiimsj ij
ij;SI (qi, qj;E) = h
siiisjij
ij;SI
∑
r
τnri;siii(E − q
2
i /2νi)
q2j
2
×
∫ 1
−1
dcosθ
Pr(x
′
i)Pm(xj)
E − p2j/2µj − q
2
j/2νj
. (37)
The three amplitudes T ls1i11;SI (q1), T
ms2i2
2;SI (q2), and T
ns3i3
3;SI (q3) in Eq. (36) are coupled to-
gether. The number of coupled equations can be reduced, however, since two of the particles
are identical. The reduction procedure for the case where one has two identical fermions
has been described before [15,16] and will not be repeated here. With the assumption that
particle 1 is the Σ and particles 2 and 3 are the nucleons, only the amplitudes T ns1i11;SI (q1) and
Tms2i22;SI (q2) are independent from each other and they satisfy the coupled integral equations
T rs1i11;SI (q1) = 2
∑
ms2i2
∫ ∞
0
dq3A
rs1i1ms2i2
13;SI (q1, q3;E)T
ms2i2
2;SI (q3), (38)
T ns2i22;SI (q2) =
∑
ms3i3
G
∫ ∞
0
dq3A
ns2i2ms3i3
23;SI (q2, q3;E)T
ms3i3
2;SI (q3)
+
∑
rs1i1
∫ ∞
0
dq1A
ns2i2rs1i1
31;SI (q2, q1;E)T
rs1i1
1;SI (q1) , (39)
with the identical-particle factor
G = (−1)1+σ1+σ3−s2+τ1+τ3−i2 , (40)
with σ1 (τ1)and σ3 (τ3) standing for the spin (isospin) of the Σ and the N respectively.
Substitution of Eq. (38) into Eq. (39) yields an equation with only the amplitude T2
T ns2i22;SI (q2) =
∑
ms3i3
∫ ∞
0
dq3K
ns2i2ms3i3
SI (q2, q3;E)T
ms3i3
2;SI (q3), (41)
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where
Kns2i2ms3i3SI (q2, q3;E) = GA
ns2i2ms3i3
23;SI (q2, q3;E) + 2
∑
rs1i1
∫ ∞
0
dq1
×Ans2i2rs1i131;SI (q2, q1;E)A
rs1i1ms3i3
13;SI (q1, q3;E). (42)
In order to find the solutions of Eq. (42) we replace the integral by a sum applying a
numerical integration quadrature [17]. In this way Eq. (42) becomes a set of homogeneous
linear equations. This set of linear equations has solutions only if the determinant of the
matrix of the coefficients (the Fredholm determinant) vanishes for certain energies. Thus,
the procedure to find the bound states of the system consists simply in searching for the
zeroes of the Fredholm determinant as a function of energy. We give in Table III the six
ΣNN states characterized by total isospin and spin (I, J) that are possible as well as the
two-body ΣN and NN(Σ) (NN channels with Σ spectator) channels that contribute to
each state.
Our method of solution of the three-body problem is based in the separable expansion
(33) of the two-body t−matrices. We tested in Ref. [10] (see Table IV of this reference) the
convergence of this expansion by considering the three-nucleon bound-state problem with the
Reid soft-core potential in the truncated T−matrix approximation (two-channel calculation)
[8]. Convergence is reached with N = 10 (N is the number of Legendre polynomials in the
separable expansion) although a very reasonable result is obtained already with N = 5. In
the calculations of this paper we use N = 10.
D. The ΣNN − ΛNN system
The numerical procedure to solve the bound state problem of the ΣNN −ΛNN system
is the same as the one described in the previous section but considering the full propagator
GΛ(E; pΛ) in Eq. (23). Besides, when one includes in addition to the ΣNN states also the
ΛNN states, Eq. (41) becomes a two-component equation, i.e.,
T ns2i22;SI (q2) =
(
T ns2i22;SI;Σ(q2)
T ns2i22;SI;Λ(q2)
)
, (43)
and the kernel of Eq. (41) is now a 2× 2 matrix defined by Eq. (42) with
Ans2i2ms3i323;SI (q2, q3;E) =
(
Ans2i2ms3i323;SI;ΣΣ (q2, q3;E) A
ns2i2ms3i3
23;SI;ΣΛ (q2, q3;E)
Ans2i2ms3i323;SI;ΛΣ (q2, q3;E) A
ns2i2ms3i3
23;SI;ΛΛ (q2, q3;E)
)
, (44)
Ans2i2rs1i131;SI (q2, q1;E) =
(
Ans2i2rs1i131;SI;ΣN(Σ)(q2, q1;E) A
ns2i2rs1i1
31;SI;ΣN(Λ)(q2, q1;E)
Ans2i2rs1i131;SI;ΛN(Σ)(q2, q1;E) A
ns2i2rs1i1
31;SI;ΛN(Λ)(q2, q1;E)
)
, (45)
Ars1i1ms3i313;SI (q1, q3;E) =
(
Ars1i1ms3i313;SI;NΣ (q1, q3;E) 0
0 Ars1i1ms3i313;SI;NΛ (q1, q3;E)
)
, (46)
where
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Ans2i2ms3i323;SI;αβ (q2, q3;E) = h
s2i2s3i3
23;SI
∑
r
τnr2;s2i2;αβ(E − q
2
2/2ν2)
q23
2
×
∫ 1
−1
dcosθ
Pr(x
′
2)Pm(x3)
E +∆EδβΛ − p
2
3/2µ3 − q
2
3/2ν3 + iǫ
; α, β = Σ,Λ, (47)
Ans2i2ms1i131;SI;αN(β)(q2, q1;E) = h
s2i2s1i1
31;SI
∑
r
τnr3;s2i2;αβ(E − q
2
2/2ν2)
q21
2
×
∫ 1
−1
dcosθ
Pr(x
′
3)Pm(x1)
E +∆EδβΛ − p
2
1/2µ1 − q
2
1/2ν1 + iǫ
; α, β = Σ,Λ, (48)
Ans1i1ms3i313;SI;Nβ (q1, q3;E) = h
s1i1s3i3
13;SI
∑
r
τnr1;s1i1;NN (E +∆EδβΛ − q
2
1/2ν1)
q23
2
×
∫ 1
−1
dcosθ
Pr(x
′
1)Pm(x3)
E +∆EδβΛ − p
2
3/2µ3 − q
2
3/2ν3.+ iǫ
; β = Σ,Λ, (49)
with the isospin and mass of particle 1 (the hyperon) being determined by the subindex
β. The subindex αN(β) in Eq. (48) indicates a transition αN → βN with a nucleon as
spectator followed by a NN → NN transition with β as spectator and,
τnri;siii;αβ(e) =
2n+ 1
2
2r + 1
2
∫ 1
−1
dxi
∫ 1
−1
dx′i Pn(xi)ti;siii;αβ(xi, x
′
i; e)Pr(x
′
i) . (50)
We give in Table III the six ΣNN − ΛNN states characterized by total isospin and spin
(I, J) that are possible as well as the two-body ΣN , ΛN , NN(Σ) (NN channels with Σ
spectator) and NN(Λ) (NN channels with Λ spectator) channels that contribute to each
state.
The energy shift ∆E, which is usually taken asMΣ−MΛ, will be chosen instead such that
at the Σd threshold the momentum of the Λd system has the correct value in consistency
with the two-body prescription of Eqs. (15) and (20). Thus, writing
E =
k2Σ
2µΣd
, (51)
E +∆E =
k2Λ
2µΛd
, (52)
where kΣ and kΛ are related by√
m2d + k
2
Σ +
√
m2Σ + k
2
Σ =
√
m2d + k
2
Λ +
√
m2Λ + k
2
Λ, (53)
if one takes E = 0, Eqs. (51)-(53) lead to
∆E =
[(mΣ +md)
2 − (mΛ +md)
2][(mΣ +md)
2 − (mΛ −md)
2]
8µΛd(mΣ +md)2
. (54)
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Since the ΛNN channels are in the continuum one has to deal with the three-body singular-
ities arising from these channels. Thus, we used in Eqs. (41) and (42) the rotated-contour
prescription
qi → qie
−iφ; i = 1, 2, 3, (55)
since we found out numerically that the Fredholm determinant does not depend on the
contour-rotation angle φ.
III. RESULTS
We will start by presenting the predictions of our model for the NN and ΣN subsystems
and afterwards we discuss the three-body system.
A. The two-body subsystems
As has been discussed in detail in Ref. [9] a precise description of the NN low-energy
observables is obtained. For the case of the 3S1 −
3D1 interaction the model gives the
correct binding energy for the deuteron and a pretty nice description of the phase shifts (see
Figs. 2 and 3 of Ref. [9]). For isospin 1 channels the coupling to the ∆N system leads to
a satisfactory description of the NN 1S0 phase shift. The slightly different tuning of the
cut-off for the 1S0 (Λχ = 4.38 fm
−1) and 3S1 (Λχ = 4.28 fm
−1) partial waves resembles
the different value of the σ−meson parameters used by the Bonn potential for the same
channels, in order to achieve a precise description of the low-energy data for both partial
waves [18].
We now turn to the available low-energy data on the ΣN scattering. There is only a small
amount of relevant data corresponding to the total cross sections (and some differential cross
sections) for Σ+p→ Σ+p, Σ−p→ Σ−p, Σ−p→ Σ0n, and Σ−p→ Λn reactions. It has been
known for a long time [19] that the available data do not allow for a unique effective range
analysis. This is due (apart from the large error bars) to the absence of truly low-energy
cross sections. The lowest hyperon laboratory momentum is larger than 100 MeV/c, which
means that the inverse of the scattering length, 1/a, and the range term, rk2/2, can be
of the same order, leading to results for the scattering length and effective range that are
not unique. This has been clearly illustrated in Ref. [20] using six models for the hyperon-
nucleon interaction with different properties on a detailed level, but providing all of them
with an equally good description of the scattering data.
In the case of processes of the type ΣN → ΣN the amplitudes obtained from Eqs. (10)
and (11) are related to the effective-range parameters a and r as
t00ΣΣ;si = −
1
πµNΣ
1
1/asi + rsik2Σ/2− ikΣ
, (56)
so that the cross section for a given isospin state is
11
σi = π3µ2NΣ
(
3 | t00ΣΣ;1i |
2 + | t00ΣΣ;0i |
2
)
=
3π
k2Σ + (1/a1i + r1ik
2
Σ/2)
2 +
π
k2Σ + (1/a0i + r0ik
2
Σ/2)
2 , (57)
We have tuned the interaction to reproduce the different total scattering cross sections
by using the set of parameters of Ref. [13] and adjusting the harmonic oscillator parameter
of the baryon wave function. As expected from the calculation of the root mean square
radius of strange baryons [21] a slightly larger value of bs is needed (bs = 0.7 fm). From the
isospin cross sections (57) the physical channels are determined through,
σΣ+p = σ
i=3/2 ,
σΣ−p =
1
9
σi=3/2 +
4
9
σi=1/2 , (58)
σΣ−p→Σ0n =
2
9
σi=3/2 +
2
9
σi=1/2 .
In the case of the process ΣN → ΛN it is necessary to include also the transition with
ℓ = 2 in the ΛN channel since in that channel one is far above threshold. Thus, in that case
the cross section for isospin i = 1/2 is
σ1/2 = π3µNΣµNΛ
kΛ
kΣ
(
| t00ΣΛ;01/2 |
2 +3 | t00ΣΛ;11/2 |
2 +3 | t02ΣΛ;11/2 |
2
)
, (59)
and the cross section for the physical channel is
σΣ−p→Λn =
2
3
σ1/2. (60)
Our results are plotted in Fig. 1, where a good agreement with the experimental data
is observed. The low-energy parameters for the different channels are given in Table IV.
These parameters are complex in the case of the isospin 1/2 channel due to the fact that
the ΛN channel is open. A similar agreement for the scattering cross sections has been
obtained in Ref. [24] by means of a quark-model based interaction within a resonating group
method calculation. Our results are also similar to those obtained by means of effective
field theory in next-to-leading order [25] or those based on the new Nijmegen soft-core OBE
hyperon-nucleon potential [20].
B. The three-body system
As a test of the reliability of our model in the case of the three-baryon system we
solved the NNN bound-state problem. We found a triton binding energy of 6.90 MeV. For
comparison, we notice that the triton binding energy for the Reid-soft-core potential in the
truncated T−matrix approximation is 6.58 MeV [10].
In Fig. 2 we have plotted the Fredholm determinant of the ΣNN system for the three
isospin channels with J = 1/2 and J = 3/2 calculated as explained in Sec. IIC. As can be
seen there are no bound states. The J = 3/2 channels are either repulsive or they do not
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show any structure, as it is the case of the I = 2 channel that remains always flat. For the
J = 1/2 case the I = 2 channel is repulsive, while the I = 1 and I = 0 are attractive, the
I = 1 being always more attractive than the I = 0. If the attraction of the model is increased
both channels develop bound states (the energy ordering between them being preserved),
while all the others remain repulsive, what points out to a resonance close above the three-
body threshold. This is illustrated in Fig. 3 where we plotted the Fredholm determinant
in a model with more attraction (bs = 0.6 fm), which therefore would not reproduce the
ΣN scattering cross sections of Fig. 1. As can be seen the I = 2, J = 1/2 case remains
equally repulsive while the I = 1 presents a bound state near threshold. For the I = 0 state
a resonance behavior close above the three-body threshold is deduced. This shows that the
ordering of the I = 0 and I = 1 states with J = 1/2 is preserved, the I = 1 channel being
always the lowest state. The order of the two attractive channels can be easily understood
looking at Tables III and IV. All the attractive two-body channels in the NN and ΣN
subsystems contribute to the (I, J) = (1, 1/2) ΣNN state (the ΣN channels 3S1(I = 1/2)
and 1S0(I = 3/2) and the
3S1(I = 0) NN channel), while the (I, J) = (0, 1/2) state do not
present contribution from two of them, the 1S0(I = 3/2) ΣN and specially the
3S1(I = 0)
NN deuteron channel. Actually, the NN deuteron-like contribution plays an essential role
in the binding of the triton [12] and hypertriton [26]. In this last case the presence of the
Λ has the effect of reducing the NN attraction with respect to the deuteron case but the
Λ↔ Σ conversion compensates this reduction and binds the system.
In Fig. 4 we have plotted the real part of the Fredholm determinant of the ΣNN−ΛNN
system for the three isospin channels with J = 1/2 and J = 3/2 calculated as explained in
Sec. IID. The imaginary parts are very small and uninteresting except for the calculation
of the widths as we will see later. As can be seen the inclusion of the ΛNN channels does
not modify the order of the states, giving values for the Fredholm determinant very close to
the ones of the previous model (Fig. 2). This shows that the effect of the coupling to the Λ
channels is very small at the three-body level once the coupling to the Λ is included at the
two-body level.
The pattern of our results coincides exactly with the observations in the 4He(K−stopped, N)
reactions. In particular, we find only two attractive S−wave channels, with the isospin
and energy ordering corresponding to the experimental S0(3115) and S+(3140) states. We
predict for them Jπ = 1/2+.
Let us remind that the understanding of these states as deeply bound kaonic nuclear
systems [3] would assign the quantum numbers Jπ = 3/2+, I = 0 for the S0(3115) and
Jπ = 1/2−, I = 1 for the S+(3140). If some relativistic effects and a medium-enhanced KN
and spin-orbit interactions are taken into account, the ordering of the isospin channels is
reversed to Jπ = 3/2+, I = 1 and Jπ = 1/2+, I = 0. The SU(3) multiskirmion description
[5] finds Jπ = 1/2+ for both states, but the opposite ordering between the isospin states with
respect to our results and experiment. The nona-quark study of Ref. [6] makes use of a Gell-
Mann-Okubo like mass formula to study the spectrum of S = −1,−2,−3 nona-quark states.
The color magnetic interaction between quarks, together with the antisymmetrization of the
wave function, favors small multiplets in flavor and spin which gives a natural explanation
for the I = 1 state being the lowest state among the S = −1 tribaryons with J = 1/2. This
leads to the natural explanation that the I = 1 state could be a member of the 27−plet
with Jπ = 1/2, and the I = 0 state may be a member of the 10∗−plet with Jπ = 3/2.
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However other possible classifications that may give rise to Jπ = 3/2 for the S0(3115) and
the S+(3140) were also discussed.
C. Calculation of the widths
In Fig. 3 we have shown the Fredholm determinant in the case when there is a bound state
in the (I, J) = (1, 1/2) channel. As discussed in subsection IIC, the Fredholm determinant
is real since we have dropped the imaginary part of the propagator GΛ(E; pΛ) in Eq. (23).
Near the bound state the Fredholm determinant has the form D(E) = C(E − E0) where
C is a constant and E0 is the energy of the bound state. If we now repeat the calculation
using the full propagator GΛ(E; pΛ) given by Eq. (23) the Fredholm determinant becomes
complex. Near the bound state it has the form D(E) = C[(E−E0)+iΓ] so that 1/ | D(E) |
2
has the resonant shape
1
| D(E) |2
=
1
| C |2 [(E −E0)2 + Γ2]
, (61)
which is also the shape exhibited by the cross section near a resonance (σ(E) ∝ 1/ | D(E) |2).
In Fig. 5 we show 1/ | D(E) |2, from which we extract Γ = 0.3 MeV for the model without
ΛNN channels and Γ = 0.5 MeV for the model with ΛNN channels. This state lies 80
MeV above the ΛNN threshold while the observed tribaryons lie at 120 MeV and 140 MeV,
respectively, above the ΛNN threshold.
Since the state of Fig. 3 has a width of less than 1 MeV one can reasonably expect that
the observed states which lie 40 and 60 MeV above it will have somewhat larger widths but
certainly in agreement with the experimental result Γ < 21 MeV.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have studied the bound-state solutions of the ΣNN system by means of interactions
derived from a constituent quark cluster model. The two-body interactions correctly repro-
duce the low-energy observables of the NN and ΣN subsystems. We have not found any
ΣNN bound state. However, our results show that there are only two attractive S−wave
channels, they are the (I, J) = (1, 1/2) and (0, 1/2), with a resonance close above the three-
body threshold. The channel with I = 1 is always more attractive than that with I = 0.
The isospin quantum numbers and the energy ordering correspond exactly to the recently
measured strange tribaryons from the 4He(K−stopped, N) reactions in the KEK PS E471 ex-
periment. We predict quantum numbers Jπ = 1/2+ and small widths for the two reported
strange tribaryon resonances. The awaited experimental determination of Jπ can serve as a
stringent test of our model dynamics against others.
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TABLES
TABLE I. ΣN channels (ℓΣ, sΣ) and ΛN channels (ℓΛ, sΛ) that contribute to a given ΣN state
with isospin i and total angular momentum j.
i j (ℓΣ, sΣ) (ℓΛ, sΛ)
3/2 0 (0,0)
3/2 1 (0,1),(2,1)
1/2 0 (0,0) (0,0)
1/2 1 (0,1),(2,1) (0,1),(2,1)
TABLE II. NN channels (ℓN , sN ) and ∆N channels (ℓ∆, s∆) that are coupled together in the
3S1 −
3D1, and
1S0 NN states.
NN state i j (ℓN , sN ) (ℓ∆, s∆)
3S1 −
3D1 0 1 (0,1),(2,1)
1S0 1 0 (0,0) (2,2)
TABLE III. Two-body ΣN channels (iΣ, sΣ), ΛN channels (iΛ, sΛ), NN channels with Σ
spectator (iN(Σ), sN(Σ)), and NN channels with Λ spectator (iN(Λ), sN(Λ)) that contribute to a
given ΣNN − ΛNN state with total isospin I and spin J .
I J (iΣ, sΣ) (iΛ, sΛ) (iN(Σ), sN(Σ)) (iN(Λ), sN(Λ))
0 1/2 (1/2,0),(1/2,1) (1/2,0),(1/2,1) (1,0) (0,1)
1 1/2 (1/2,0),(3/2,0),(1/2,1),(3/2,1) (1/2,0),(1/2,1) (0,1),(1,0) (1,0)
2 1/2 (3/2,0),(3/2,1) (1,0)
0 3/2 (1/2,1) (1/2,1) (0,1)
1 3/2 (1/2,1),(3/2,1) (1/2,1) (0,1)
2 3/2 (3/2,1)
TABLE IV. Low-energy scattering parameters (in fm) of the ΣN 1S0 and
3S1 channels for the
states with total isospin i = 1/2 and i = 3/2.
1S0
3S1
as rs at rt
i = 1/2 −1.24 + i0.08 −0.80 − i0.33 4.65 + i4.22 3.13 − i0.43
i = 3/2 3.16 4.78 −0.72 −0.63
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FIGURES
FIG. 1. Calculated ΣN and ΣN → ΛN total cross sections compared with experimental data.
Experimental data in (a) and (b) are from Ref. [22] and in (c) and (d) from Ref. [23].
FIG. 2. Fredholm determinant for (a) J = 1/2 and (b) J = 3/2 ΣNN channels for the model
giving the ΣN total cross sections of Fig. 1. The Σd continuum starts at E = −2.225 MeV, the
deuteron binding energy obtained within our model.
FIG. 3. J = 1/2 ΣNN Fredholm determinant for a model with increased attraction as explained
in the text.
FIG. 4. Real part of the Fredholm determinant for (a) J = 1/2 and (b) J = 3/2 ΣNN −ΛNN
channels for the model giving the ΣN total cross sections of Fig. 1. The Σd continuum starts at
E = −2.225 MeV, the deuteron binding energy obtained within our model.
FIG. 5. Inverse of the square of the Fredholm determinant, 1/ | D(E) |2, for the bound state
case of Fig. 3, (I, J) = (1, 1/2), using the full propagator GΛ(E; pΛ) in Eq. (23) (dashed line) and
considering also the ΛNN channels (solid line).
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